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Abstract 6 

This study investigates the co-evolution of gravity-driven thin-skinned salt tectonic processes 7 

and minibasin-scale halokinetic-depositional sequences for the kinematic analysis of salt diapirs 8 

in the diapiric province of the contractional domain of the deepwater Liguro-Provençal Basin. 9 

We apply minibasin-scale halo-kinematic sequence-stratigraphic concepts to investigate local 10 

controls of diapir growth and creation of accommodation space in related salt-withdrawal 11 

minibasins. Halokinetic wheeler diagrams extrapolated from 2D interpretation of geo-seismic 12 

sections show local temporal halokinetic processes of periods of ponding and nature of near 13 

diapir erosion or slumping. Structurally restored 2D minibasins along with derived structural 14 

wheeler diagrams, show the syn-kinematic cycle of events consisting of ponding, flap folding 15 

and erosion within minibasin sequences. Structural wheeler diagram demonstrates the 16 

transition from large length scale (100s of meters to several kilometers) folding above diapir 17 

pedestals to small length scale (10s of meters) folding proximal to steep diapir flanks. Large 18 

length scale folds are associated with early pre-kinematic layers; they mechanically rotate from 19 

minibasin center. Small length scale folds are associated with younger depositional sequences; 20 

they rotate from local depocentre focus points.  21 

Keywords: Halo-kinematic sequence stratigraphy, minibasins, minibasin depositional patterns, 22 

salt tectonics, Messinian salt. 23 
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1. Introduction  24 

This study investigates the co-evolution of passive margin gravity-driven thin-skinned salt 25 

tectonic processes and minibasin-scale salt tectonics in the diapiric province of the contractional 26 

domain of the deepwater Liguro-Provençal basin (Mianaekere and Adam 2020). Salt tectonics in 27 

the west Mediterranean evolved from a gravitational salt system with an up-dip extensional 28 

domain and a down-dip combined contractional-halokinetic minibasin domain (dos Reis et al. 29 

2005; Leroux et al. 2015; Mianaekere and Adam 2020). Distribution of primary minibasins of a 30 

linked thin-skinned gravity-driven salt system and different magnitudes of regional contraction 31 

controlled by degree of margin tilt >1o is shown in (Fig. 1).  32 

 33 

Figure 1: Salt tectonic styles on passive margins (Modified from Brun and Fort 2011). Note distribution 34 

of primary minibasins labelled A, B and C. 35 

Figure 1 (a) Shows minibasins (A) formed in the contractional domain associated with passive 36 

down-building and regional squeezing or shortening. Minibasins (A) bound by vertical salt stocks 37 

may range in geometry from symmetrical to asymmetrical to rotated minibasins. Figure 1 (b) 38 

shows minibasins (B) formed in transitional zone, associated with passive downbuilding and 39 
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minibasins (C) formed in the contractional domain associated with folding and thrusting. [see 40 

also (Brun and Fort 2011b; Brun and Fort 2010; Rowan et al. 2004; Rowan et al. 2012b) 41 

Minibasins (A) formed under low deformation rates and moderate total shortening is typical of 42 

the contractional domain of the deepwater Liguro-Provençal basin (dos Reis et al. 2005; Leroux 43 

et al. 2015; Mianaekere and Adam 2020).  44 

Geo-dynamic history of study area 45 

The NW Mediterranean north Balearic and Liguro-Provençal Cenozoic sedimentary basins (Fig. 46 

2) developed during the NW-SE directed rifting and back-arc extension in Miocene times  47 

(Granado et al. 2016; Gunnell et al. 2008). The SE to late SSE rotational drift of the Corsica-48 

Sardinia block and contemporaneous back-arc extension led to the early formation of a highly 49 

stretched continental crust and the late formation of the Miocene (21-16 Ma) oceanic crust 50 

beneath the Liguro-Provençal basin (Carminati et al. 2004; Maillard et al. 2003; Storetvedt 51 

1973). Evaporites was extensively deposited on  paleo Messinian basin above extended 52 

continental crust and oceanic crust during the pronounced late Miocene glacio-eustatic sea level 53 

regression (Butler et al. 1999; Droz et al. 2006) (Fig. 2). Post-Messinian isostatic adjustments of 54 

the continental shelves relative to the basin plain influenced prograding sedimentary wedges, 55 

gravitational failure and gravity-driven thin-skinned deformation, hence extensive salt diapirism 56 

is situated in the down-dip contractional domain in the deepwater basin overlying oceanic crust 57 

(Bonnel et al. 2005; dos Reis et al. 2005; Granado et al. 2016; Leroux et al. 2015; Maillard et al. 58 

2003; Mianaekere and Adam 2020).  59 
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60 
  61 

Figure 2: Tectonic and salt distribution map of the West Mediterranean passive margin system, 62 

Miocene rifting and subsequent formation of the North Balearic and Liguro-Provençal Basins from slab 63 

roll back of the Corsica (Co), Sardinia (Sa) and Calabria (Ca)  (Gunnell et al 2008), (Maillard et al 2003), 64 

(Droz et al. 2006).  65 

Study aims 66 

We apply minibasin scale halo-kinematic sequence-stratigraphic concepts from (Mianaekere and 67 

Adam 2020) for the detailed analysis of syn-kinematic depositional sequences to further 68 

investigate local controls of diapir growth and creation of accommodation space in related salt-69 

withdrawal minibasins. This study combines the concepts of halo-kinematic sequence 70 

stratigraphy based on the identification of unique internal depositional patterns within 71 

minibasin sequences [see also  (Aschoff and Giles 2005; Hudec et al. 2009; Madof et al. 2009; 72 

Mannie et al. 2014)] with the concepts of pre-kinematic and syn-kinematic basal megaflaps 73 
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(Nikolinakou et al. 2017; Rowan et al. 2016) and halokinetic sequences (Giles and Lawton 2002; 74 

Kernen et al. 2012; Rowan et al. 2003) which employ recognition of structural geometries of 75 

depositional packages associated with diapir growth (Fig. 3), further discussed in section 2.  76 

 77 

Figure 3: Published structural geometries of genetic halokinetic sequence packages critical for 78 

understanding diapir evolution. A.  Stacked Composite Halokinetic Sequences defined by differences in 79 

shape and geometry of drape folds adjacent to passive diapirs (Giles & Rowan 2012, Rowan et al. 2016). 80 

B. Megaflap (Pre-kinematic), defined by several kilometer fold widths and structural relief (Rowan et al. 81 

2016). C. Megaflap (syn-kinematic), defined by upturn of thick formerly roof sediments with onlap of 82 

younger downbuilding sediments (Nikolinakou et al. 2017). 83 

Identification of unique internal stratal patterns within minibasin sequences and structural 84 

geometries of related depositional packages typical of each syn-kinematic growth phase or stage 85 

(Jackson and Hudec 2011) of salt structures may enable a better understanding of local 86 

halokinetic processes and intermittent response to regional contraction (Duffy et al. 2017).  87 

Understanding of regional contractional salt tectonics and the  evolution of a diapiric and 88 

minibasin domain has so far been driven by detailed seismic studies (Adam et al. 2012; Brun and 89 

Fort 2011a; Brun and Fort 2004; Gottschalk et al. 2004; Tari et al. 2003; Vendeville et al. 1990) 90 

and scaled analogue experiments e.g. (Adam et al. 2005; Adam et al. 2006; Adam and Salt 91 
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Dynamics Group 2008; Gemmer et al. 2004; Ings et al. 2004; Schreurs et al. 2003). On the other 92 

hand, local-scale salt halokinesis and resulting conforming stratal architectures and stratal 93 

depositional patterns within genetic stratigraphic packages are interpreted proximal to diapirs 94 

mostly on outcrops (Andrie et al. 2012; Giles et al. 2004; Giles and Rowan 2012; Ribes et al. 95 

2015; Saura et al. 2016). This study utilizes 2-Dimensional seismic data and is focused on the 96 

depositional packages within contractional minibasins in the west Mediterranean basin, with 97 

implications for other passive margins with salt tectonics. Further aims of this study are to:  98 

1. Identify small-scale minibasin depositional and structural geometries evident of 99 

minibasin response to regional contraction 100 

2. Identify local influences of diapir growth, salt-withdrawal style and sequence 101 

depositional style on temporal structural configurations and depositional patterns 102 

respectively within minibasins. 103 

3. Analyse and demonstrate intermittent local halokinetic events on minibasin scale using 104 

halokinetic wheeler and structural wheeler diagrams. 105 

4. Identify characteristic salt kinematic sequences for different stages of diapir growth and 106 

minibasin down-building using schematic structural restorations.  107 

2. Comparative studies 108 

Halo-kinematic sequence stratigraphy, Halokinetic sequence stratigraphy and megaflap  109 

In this section, we highlight and compare established concepts of structural geometries and 110 

depositional sequences within salt-related minibasins. A comparative distinction between 111 

minibasin halo-kinematic sequence stratigraphic classifications defined by stratal depositional 112 
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patterns (Mianaekere and Adam 2020) with published classifications of composite halokinetic 113 

sequences (Giles and Rowan 2012), drag fold (Schultz-Ela 2003; Schultz-Ela et al. 1993) and 114 

megaflap (Maria A. Nikolinakou and Flemings 2017; Rowan et al. 2016) defined by stratal 115 

structural geometries is shown in (Fig. 4).  116 

 117 
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 118 

Figure 4: Comparison table showing classifications of minibasin depositional packages established for 119 

deepwater contractional diapir-minibasin profiles P1 and P3 in precedent study (Mianaekere and Adam 120 

2020) defined by stratal depositional patterns to published classification defined by stratal structural 121 

geometries.  See table 1 for clarification of terminologies and abbreviations.  122 

In the deepwater Liguro-Provençal basin, the P1 diapir located in the distal contraction domain 123 

features a shortened (necked) salt stock. The P3 diapir located in the proximal contraction 124 

domain features an un-shortened, flared base diapir (see section 4). The pre-kinematic layer and 125 

pre-diapiric sequence are common to both P1 and P3 profiles. However the succession and salt-126 

sediment relationship of halo-kinematic sequences for P1 and P3 profiles are different. The 127 

minibasin sequence successions between the P1 and P3 profiles are further explained in section 128 

4 from dip and strike profile regional contraction trend and evolution. 129 

  Also, the minibasin stratigraphic classifications developed in Mianaekere and Adam (2020) and 130 

in this study builds on previously published classification schemes of active and passive 131 
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kinematic phases of salt growth and pre-kinematic and syn-kinematic stages of minibasin 132 

evolution/downbuilding [see Hudec et al. (2009), Alsop et al. (2016)] shown in (Table 1).  133 

 134 

Table 1: Clarification of terminology 135 

Halo-kinematic sequence stratigraphy was established in (Mianaekere and Adam 2020) on near-136 

diapir scale and is developed in this study on minibasin scale to analyse the creation of 137 

accommodation space in related salt-withdrawal minibasins and the spatial-temporal changes in 138 

depositional patterns respectively within minibasins. A comparative analysis of formation of 139 

halo-kinematic sequences on minibasin scale is demonstrated with diagrammatic cross-sections 140 

from studies of the Emirhan minibasin in the Sivas Basin, Turkey (Ribes et al. 2015). Cross 141 

sections of the Emirhan minibasin shows subsidence through time and geometric successions of 142 

hook and wedge halokinetic sequences (Fig. 5). Figure 5 demonstrates 1) how the relationship 143 

between net diapir rise rate and net local sediment accumulation rate has led to the 144 

bathymetric failure or erosion of material at the diapir crest creating a hook or wedge 145 
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halokinetic sequence 2) how the differential growth rates between bounding diapirs influence 146 

the creation of accommodation space within successive local depocentres i.e. a shift in 147 

depocentre from minibasin center to a rim focused localized depocentre. (Andrie et al. 2012; 148 

Giles et al. 2004; Giles and Rowan 2012; Kernen et al. 2012; Rowan et al. 2012a; Rowan et al. 149 

2003) 150 

 151 
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Figure 5: Diagrammatic cross-sections of the Emirhan minibasin in the Sivas Basin, Turkey illustrating 152 

subsidence through time showing formation of hook and wedge halokinetic sequences (Modified from 153 

Ribes et al. 2015). This classification can be compared to the formation of truncated onlap wedge pre-154 

diapiric sequences and onlap wedge, truncated hook style halo-kinematic sequences. See Table 1 for 155 

clarification of terminology and abbreviations.  156 

3. Methodology 157 

Seismic stratigraphic interpretation 158 

A high-resolution seismic-stratigraphic analysis delineated by four major high amplitude post-159 

salt horizons (pslt-1 to pslt-4) (Fig. 6) have been correlated across a wide coverage 2-160 

dimensional seismic survey spanning from continental shelf to distal deep basin and across 161 

minibasins in the Liguro-Provençal basin [see Mianaekere and Adam (2020)]. The four post-salt 162 

horizons can be correlated with the regional tectono-stratigraphic and regional sequence 163 

stratigraphic framework of the Liguro-Provençal basin (Roberts and christoffersen 2013) and  164 

thereby further constrain a detailed local minibasin scale halo-kinematic sequence-stratigraphy 165 

analysis for the deepwater contractional diapiric province.  166 
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 167 

Figure 6: Minibasin seismic stratigraphy in the deepwater Provençal basin (right) and stratigraphic chart 168 

with regional sequence-stratigraphic units of the Liguro-Provençal Basin (left). 169 

Geodynamics of post Messinian stratigraphy includes continued thermal subsidence of the distal 170 

deepwater basin relative to the continental shelf margin influencing regional salt tectonics in the 171 

supra-salt (Roberts and christoffersen 2013) between pslt-1 to pslt-4 (Fig. 6). Regional 172 

depositional sequence stratigraphic interpretation derived from trajectory interpretation of 173 

delta/shoreline and shelf margin clinoforms in continental shelf and seismic facies analysis of 174 

the proximal slope and basin plain was sourced from Mianaekere and Adam (2020). In figure 6, 175 

sequence stratigraphic units between the reflection free Messinian halite unit and carbonate 176 

unit bound by pslt-1 relate to the Mediterranean base level drop during the Messinian (Bache et 177 

al. 2015; Bache et al. 2009; Rouchy and Caruso 2006). Pliocene depositional sequence unit 178 

between pslt-1 and pslt-2 are observed to be widely deposited on the paleo slope and paleo 179 

basin plain controlled by a major sea level rise. Hemipelagic sedimentation is interpreted 180 

between pslt-1 and pslt-2 in the deepwater basin. Sequence units between pslt-2 to pslt-4 181 
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consist largely of chaotic, turbiditic facies in the distal basin plain related to the late Pliocene to 182 

Pleistocene Rhone fan turbidite system in deepwater (Mianaekere and Adam 2020; Roberts and 183 

christoffersen 2013).  184 

Halokinetic wheeler diagrams 185 

Syn-kinematic minibasin sequence packages are delineated from the depositional patterns. The 186 

local temporal halokinetic processes, e.g. nature of erosion and sediment infilling can be 187 

visualised by wheeler diagrams (Mianaekere and Adam 2020). The wheeler diagram is a 2D 188 

representation of the interpreted geo-seismic section with relative geological time as the 189 

vertical axis and section position in meters as the horizontal axis (Wheeler 1958). Each 190 

geological stratum in the cross section is plotted at a relative geological time line and 191 

extrapolated horizontally according to its measured line length in the interpreted geo-seismic 192 

section. Stratal thicknesses on the wheeler diagrams are diagrammatic representations obtained 193 

from the time-migrated geo-sections. The derived stratal thicknesses and inclinations of surfaces 194 

demonstrate relative timescales or rates of deposition to rates of associated salt rise.   195 

Schematic structural restoration of diapir-minibasin profiles  196 

For the analysis of the depositional and structural cycles and overall evolution of the minibasins,  197 

Interpreted diapir-minibasin sections are sequentially restored by flattening of key seismic-198 

stratigraphic horizons. It is important to note that this seismic horizon flattening produces only a 199 

schematic restoration and does not consider decompaction of the sediments or isostatic 200 

adjustment of the base-of-salt usually being performed for the construction of a structurally 201 

balanced section restoration (Hudec 2003; Rowan and Ratliff 2012). The flattening process 202 
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preserves bed lengths in adjacent minibasins. Cross-section restoration typically assumes plane-203 

strain deformation and area conservation, constraints that are usually invalid for the salt layer 204 

itself because of its characteristic three-dimensional flow and possible dissolution, and for 205 

supra-salt layers because of the variable movement directions of separate minibasins or vertical-206 

axis rotation during translation above salt (Rowan and Ratliff 2012). Orientation of the cross-207 

section is therefore chosen parallel to the tectonic transport direction of the overburden strata 208 

in downslope direction due to the gravitational processes (Rowan and Ratliff 2012). In summary, 209 

the kinematic restorations may not account for thinning of sedimentary layers caused by shear 210 

strain due to active diapir piercement (Hudec and Jackson 2007), out-of-section deformation, 211 

and diapiric shapes resulting from lateral deformation and mechanical drag folds (Nikolinakou et 212 

al. 2017). 213 

Structurally restored wheeler diagram  214 

The sequentially restored cross-sections have been complemented by a series of restored 215 

structural wheeler diagrams. The structural deformation derived from each restoration stage is 216 

overlain in the structural wheeler diagram with separate colour overlays according to the line 217 

length of the given geological strata affected by structural deformation. The colour overlay 218 

delimits the extent of structural deformation for each geological stratum onto the wheeler 219 

diagram. 220 

4. Contractional salt kinematics  221 

Contractional salt tectonics in the Provençal deepwater basin is governed by thin-skinned salt-222 

detached gravity-driven deformation. The Contractional domain is separated from the landward 223 
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extensional domain by an intermediate transitional domain underlying the continental slope 224 

(Bonnel et al. 2005; dos Reis et al. 2005; Granado et al. 2016; Leroux et al. 2015; Maillard et al. 225 

2003; Mianaekere and Adam 2020). Contractional overprinting of former halokinetic salt 226 

structures like salt pillows and salt-cored anticlines that proof the landward migration of the 227 

contractional domain since the Late Pliocene can be observed in dip seismic profiles (Fig. 7) and 228 

(Fig. 8).  229 
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 230 

Figure 7: Bathymetric map of the Western Mediterranean reproduced from the GEBCO 231 

(www.gebco.net/dgridded_bathymetry_data/) showing sediment transport pathways and the location 232 

of the diapiric domain. Within the diapiric domain the location of deep water strike line (dwSL) in 233 

sequence (sq) (dwSL/sq2 to dwSL/sq5), deepwater dip lines (dwDL) (dwDL/sq1 to dwDL/sq3) and the 234 

location of studied diapir profiles (P1) are shown.  235 
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Contractional salt tectonics in the Provençal deepwater basin is analyzed from NW-SE trending 236 

dip lines dwDL/sq1, dwDL/sq2 and dwDL/sq3 (Fig. 8) and SW-NE trending strike lines dwSL/sq2, 237 

dwSL/sq3, dwSL/sq4 and dwSL/sq5 (Fig. 9). Spatial variation of contraction styles and shortening 238 

in the early stage distal contraction domain are evident by the variation of salt structural 239 

geometries, minibasin geometries and timing of syn-kinematic subsidence in minibasins 240 

interpreted on the dip and strike seismic sections. The contractional domain represents the 241 

major sediment sink in the deepwater Provençal Basin. Hence, the subsidence history in salt-242 

withdrawal minibasins is recorded in the variation of stratigraphic thicknesses in early (dark 243 

grey) and late (light grey) syn-kinematic depositional sequences (Fig. 8) and (Fig.9).  244 
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 245 

Figure 8: Un-interpreted and interpreted NW-SE trending seismic DIP sections perpendicular to the Gulf 246 

of Lion shelf margin. Observe variation of salt structural styles, minibasin geometries and variations in 247 

timing and intensity of syn-kinematic subsidence in minibasins across the sections. Note shortening 248 

labels 1 to 3 used to indicate intensity of shortening, minimum shortening 1 to maximum shortening 3. 249 

The NW-SE trending dip lines (Fig. 8) show a progressive segmentation in basinward direction in 250 

contractional sub-domains consisting of an early transitional/late stage contractional, early 251 

stage proximal contractional and early stage distal contractional sub-domain. The intensity of 252 

shortening of salt structures in each sub-domain is indicated by labels 1 (minimum) to 3 253 
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(maximum). In the landward early transitional/late stage contractional zone, minor shortening 254 

(1 in Fig. 8) is represented by low-medium amplitude salt pillows and salt-cored anticlines with 255 

thick pre-kinematic overburden. In the early stage proximal contractional domain, moderate 256 

shortening (2 in Fig. 8) is represented by salt pillows and salt-cored anticlines with syn-kinematic 257 

thinning in overburden. In the early stage distal contractional domain, maximum shortening (3 258 

in Fig. 8) is represented by tall diapirs with bathymetric expressions and discordant overburden.   259 

The early sage distal contraction is further analysed from SW-NE strike sections in the 260 

deepwater contractional province (Fig. 9). The boundary of the early distal contraction (L1 in Fig. 261 

9) is indicated in the SW part of the strike seismic profiles. The boundary is indicated by 262 

compressional salt pillows terminating at bathymetric diapirs and active salt diapirs. In the NE 263 

part of the strike seismic section the boundary of the early distal contractional domain (L2 in Fig. 264 

8) is marked by contractional diapirs and active contractional salt anticlines.  265 
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 266 

Figure 9: Un-interpreted (top) and interpreted (bottom) SW-NE trending 2-Dimensional seismic STRIKE 267 

lines parallel to the Gulf of Lion shelf margin. Observe variation of salt structural styles, minibasin 268 

geometries and variations in timing and intensity of syn-kinematic subsidence in minibasins across the 269 

sections.  Note shortening labels 1 to 4 used to indicate intensity of shortening, minimum shortening 1 270 

to maximum shortening 4.   271 

The SW limit of early distal contraction L1 coincides with the basinward termination of the 272 

progradational sedimentary wedge against the furthest landward contractional diapir (see 273 

Mianaekere and Adam 2020). The NE limit of early distal contraction L2 also indicates the 274 
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maximum basinward extent of contractional diapirs and contractional minibasins. Landward 275 

migration of the contraction domain is also recorded the subsidence history in salt-withdrawal 276 

minibasins across the strike seismic profiles (Fig. 9) showing the variation of stratigraphic 277 

thicknesses in early and late syn-kinematic depositional sequences. Maximum syn-kinematic 278 

‘subsidence values’ are recorded in early sedimentary packages within minibasins furthest in the 279 

contractional province on seismic profile dwSL/sq5 (Fig. 9) while minimum syn-kinematic 280 

‘subsidence values’ are recorded in early sedimentary packages within minibasins most proximal 281 

in the contractional province on dwSL/sq2 (Fig. 9). 282 

Relative intensity of shortening across the strike seismic profiles vary from 4-maximum on 283 

dwSL/sq5 to 1-minimum on dwSL/sq2 (Fig. 9).  DwSL/sq5 being the furthest from margin, 284 

exhibits salt structures and minibasins with greater intensity of shortening. Maximum 285 

shortening (4) on dwSL/sq5 shows active diapirs to the SW and significantly squeezed (necked) 286 

diapirs to the NE bound rotated minibasins between P6, P7 and P8 diapirs (discussed in section 287 

5). Shortening (3) on dwSL/sq4 shows active diapirs bound symmetrical minibasins and 288 

significantly squeezed (necked) diapirs bound asymmetric minibasins.  Shortening (2) on 289 

dwSL/sq3 shows tilted, thinned and collapsed rim diapirs with flared base bound asymmetric 290 

minibasins. Minimum shortening observed on dwSL/sq2 shows faulting of concordant 291 

overburden above salt pillow and wide salt cored minibasins with widths of ca.  20km adjacent 292 

to P3 diapir in comparison to ca. 10km minibasin widths on dwSL/sq3, between P5 and P4 and 293 

north east of P2 (E), ca. 5km minibasin widths on dwSL/sq4 NE of P1 and ca. 4km to 5km on 294 

dwSL/sq5 between P6 and P7 and P8. Another crucial observation from strike seismic profiles 295 

(Fig. 8) is variation in length of flexural upturn of basal sedimentary layers against salt diapirs 296 

(further discussed in 7). The more proximal, landward strike profiles host large length upturns 297 
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observed adjacent to P3, P5, P4 and P2 (E) diapirs and basinward, furthest strike profile host 298 

shorter length scale upturn adjacent to P1, P6, P7 and P8 diapirs. 299 

5. Minibasin Sequence Stratigraphic analysis  300 

An interpolated isochron map of post-salt sediments derived from 2D whole seismic survey 301 

shows concentration of thickest post salt sediments and minibasin fill in the distal deepwater, 302 

contraction province (Fig. 10). The contour overlay (Fig. 10) is computed with a flex grid 303 

interpolation algorithm. Extracted trends from flex grid contour overlay show interpreted salt 304 

stocks (black circles), trends and connectivity of salt peaks/salt walls (white lines) in the 305 

contractional province corroborated with bathymetric map (Fig. 7, section 4). Area of blind 306 

minibasins (Fig. 10) i.e. partially surrounded by salt walls and stocks (Banham and Mountney 307 

2013) range from 54sqkm (MB-2, Fig. 10) to smaller minibasins 20sqkm (MB-4, Fig. 10) further 308 

basinward in the early distal contraction domain.  309 
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 310 

Figure 10: Isochron map of post-salt sediments showing locations of some minibasin profiles 311 

investigated in this section. Map location shown on Fig. 7. Suggested salt stocks (black circles) and salt 312 

walls (white lines) backed by bathymetric map shown in Fig. 7. 313 
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 314 

Figure 11: Un-interpreted (top) and interpreted seismic sections (middle) and halokinetic wheeler 315 

diagram (bottom) of the P4 and P5 strike diapir-minibasin profile. [Light green - pre-kinematic 316 

layer/layered sequence, light blue – pre-diapiric/truncated onlap wedge sequence, orange – halo-317 

kinematic/onlap wedge sequence, purple – halo-kinematic/truncated hook sequence] refer to section 318 

3, table 1.  319 

The diapirs P4 & P5 (Fig. 11) are tilted in SW direction of regional tectonic transport, hence a 320 

minibasin symmetry skewed preferential to the SW tilt. Angular halo-kinematic boundaries on 321 

the NE flank of diapir P5 and a depocenter axial trace skewed to the P5 diapir suggest a 322 

significant variation in growth rates between the bounding diapirs P5/P4 through time. Seismic 323 
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stratal patterns within the minibasin depositional sequences consist of one layered sequence 324 

(Ls), one truncated onlap wedge sequence (T-Ow) and two onlap wedge sequences (Ow).  325 

Hence, in the wheeler diagram of the minibasin between P4/P5, distinct kinematic sequences 326 

consist of one pre-kinematic layer (pkl), one syn-kinematic pre-diapiric sequence (pds) and two 327 

halo-kinematic sequences (hks).   328 

 329 

Figure 12: Un-interpreted (top) and interpreted seismic interpretation (middle) and halokinetic wheeler 330 

diagram (bottom) of the P6, P7 and P8 strike diapir-minibasin profile. [Light green - pre-kinematic 331 

layer/layered sequence, light blue – pre-diapiric/truncated onlap wedge sequence, orange – halo-332 

kinematic/onlap wedge sequence, purple – halo-kinematic/truncated hook sequence] refer to section 333 

3, table 1.  334 

 335 
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The diapirs P6, P7 & P8 (Fig. 12) are vertical and mostly symmetrical salt stocks with a 336 

characteristic hourglass geometry with a neck and bulbous head indicating late-stage, ongoing 337 

contraction. The minibasin profile between diapirs P6/P7 shows angular halo-kinematic 338 

boundaries on both flanks of the minibasins in the pre-diapiric sequence, suggesting no 339 

significant variation in growth rates of bounding diapirs at the time. Subsequent halo-kinematic 340 

sequences show angular halo-kinematic boundaries on the minibasin flank to the more rapidly 341 

growing diapir P6 as indicated by a depocenter axial trace advancing towards diapir P6 in 342 

younger minibasin depositional sequences. In the P7/P8 minibasin profile, P8 diapir is the faster 343 

growing diapir through time and is evident from erosional halo-kinematic terminations in each 344 

stratigraphic sequence and a minibasin axial trace skewed towards diapir P8. Diapir P7 has no 345 

apparent erosional terminations on either side of the truncated hook sequences (Thk) which 346 

may suggest the absence of bathymetric relief due to ceasing salt flow into the diapir. Seismic 347 

stratal patterns within sequence packages in minibasin between diapirs P6 & P7 (Fig. 12), P7 & 348 

P8 (Fig. 12) consist of one layered sequence (Ls), one truncated onlap wedge sequence (T-Ow), 349 

one onlap wedge sequences (Ow) and two truncated hook (Thk) sequences. Hence, wheeler 350 

diagrams of minibasins between diapirs P6/P7 and diapirs P7/P8 show one pre-kinematic layer 351 

(pkl), one syn-kinematic pre-diapiric sequence (pds) and three halo-kinematic sequences (hks). 352 
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 353 

Figure 13: Un-interpreted (top) and interpreted seismic interpretation (middle) and sedimentary 354 

wheeler diagram (bottom) of the DL-P5 and DL-P9 dip direction diapir-minibasin profiles. [Light green - 355 

pre-kinematic layer/layered sequence, light blue – pre-diapiric/truncated onlap wedge sequence, 356 
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orange – halo-kinematic/onlap wedge sequence, purple – halo-kinematic/truncated hook sequence] 357 

refer to section 3, table 1. 358 

Diapir P5 features in dip section a c. 2 km wide stem and wide base. Diapir P9 to the SE features 359 

a c. 1km wide narrow stem and a relatively narrow base. The minibasin flank adjacent to diapir 360 

P5 shows angular erosional terminations on each syn-kinematic depositional sequence i.e. the 361 

pre-diapiric and subsequent halo-kinematic sequences and a symmetric minibasin axial trace 362 

suggesting similar growth rates between bounding diapirs P5 and P9 through time. The 363 

minibasin adjacent to the diapir P9 to the SE also shows angular erosional terminations on each 364 

syn-kinematic stratigraphic sequence. However, a minibasin axial trace skewed toward the 365 

diapir P9 still suggest varying growth rates of bounding diapirs and P9 being the faster growing 366 

diapir.  367 

The wheeler diagram show intermittent local halokinetic events in depositional successions 368 

within the minibasin stratigraphic sequences. Ponding occur during periods of high 369 

sedimentation prior to minibasin weld. Erosion/erosive processes results from topographic relief 370 

of inflating salt [see also Andrie et al (2012), Giles and Rowan (2012), Kernen et al (2012)] or in 371 

other words, bathymetric base level isostasy of folded strata above regional datum. The 372 

progressive erosive surfaces of the truncated onlap wedge and onlap wedge sequences suggest 373 

longer depositional periods and relative high ratios of sedimentation to salt rise. The truncated 374 

hook sequence with thinner stratal units and flat erosive surfaces suggest shorter depositional 375 

periods during stages of high diapir growth rates. 376 
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6. Schematic structural restorations   377 

Schematic structural restoration is carried out for analysis of temporal structural configurations 378 

and depositional patterns respectively within minibasins. Restored temporal profiles for seismic 379 

cross section P1 (Fig. 12), P2(E) (Fig. 13) are labelled (T.1 to T.5)  further demonstrates formation 380 

of layered pre-kinematic sequence, truncated onlap wedge pre-diapiric sequence and onlap 381 

wedge or truncated hook halo-kinematic sequence developed in this study on a minibasin scale.  382 
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Figure 14: Kinematic restoration of the P1 diapir-minibasin profile. Five stratigraphic packages are 384 

restored from flattening individual stratigraphic boundaries. T.1 to T.5 is explained below. Refer to Fig. 385 

16 for the structural evolution of the P1 diapir-minibasin profile.  386 

P1 diapir-minibasin profile:  387 

T.1 shows a pre-kinematic depocentre profile. No discordant salt-sediment contacts. Salt pillows 388 

and seed points as the initial pre-kinematic configuration are assumed, implying minimal 389 

differential loading prior to initiation of regional halokinesis. Concordant sedimentary cover is 390 

over stationary salt pillows. The pre-kinematic layers include small thickness variation around 391 

seed points located at the foot of early salt structures flanks. The seed points may remain in 392 

subsidence until the onset of kinesis. Further  explanations for seed points can be seen in (Peel 393 

2014). 394 

T.2 shows a pre-diapiric depocentre profile. Early syn-kinematic package converges towards the 395 

rising salt structure prior to diapirism. No apparent discordant salt-sediment contacts. 396 

Sequential erosional surfaces that later form the truncated onlap wedge sedimentary pattern 397 

develops from erosion of syn-kinematic beds mechanically rotated above regional datum. The 398 

salt structure would most likely be in an active kinematic phase, penetrating a thin sedimentary 399 

roof.  400 

T.3, T.4, shows syn-kinematic minibasin profiles. These syn-kinematic packages evolve in diapiric 401 

growth phase and are therefore labelled as halo-kinematic sequences in this study. Kinematic 402 

sequence boundaries are on-lapped by younger sediments or truncated by older underlying 403 

sediments. Halo-kinematic sequences occur in diapiric growth phase and are bound at top and 404 

base by unconformable kinematic sequence boundaries.  405 
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T.3 shows a halo-kinematic sequence wit convergence of syn-kinematic beds and onlaps at 406 

bottom stratigraphic boundary. A continuous salt growth at or close to regional datum can be 407 

inferred. Significant shift in localised depocentre can be observed  408 

T.4 shows a halo-kinematic sequence with sub-parallel sedimentary layers all truncating on 409 

diapir flank. An increased salt expansion and growth may have created a relief above the diapir. 410 

Significant shifts in localised depocentre are focused towards faster growing diapir.   411 

T.5 shows a kinematic sequence and Present day minibasin profile. T.1 a layered sequence, T.2 a 412 

truncated onlap wedge sequence, T.3 an onlap wedge sequence, T.4 a truncated hook sequence 413 

and T.5 most likely a truncated hook sequence. A residual halo-kinematic sequence may retain 414 

as stratigraphic thinning above the salt structure.  415 

The minibasins depocentres T.2 to T.5 migrate towards the salt structures flanks in the later 416 

stages of salt halokinesis. 417 
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 418 

Figure 15: Kinematic restoration of the P2(E) diapir-minibasin profile. Five stratigraphic packages are 419 

restored from flattening individual stratigraphic boundaries. T.1 to T.5 is explained below. 420 

P2 (E) diapir-minibasin profile: 421 

T.1 shows a pre-kinematic depocentre profile. No discordant salt-sediment contacts. Concordant 422 

sedimentary cover is over stationary salt pillows. The pre-kinematic layers include small 423 

thickness variation around seed points located at the foot of early salt structures flanks. Onset 424 
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of burial of adjoining salt structure is observed with implications for future growth rate and 425 

possibility for piercement.  426 

T.2 shows a pre-diapiric depocentre profile. An early syn-kinematic package with early stage 427 

discordance and crestal thinning above an emerging salt structure is interpreted. Discordance of 428 

early pre-kinematic strata is formed from early expansion of salt pillow. Sequential erosional 429 

surfaces that later form the truncated onlap wedge sedimentary pattern develops from erosion 430 

of syn-kinematic beds plastically rotated above regional datum.  431 

T.3 shows a pre-diapiric depocentre profile. A second syn-kinematic package converges towards 432 

an emerging salt structure. Discordance of older strata is formed from rapidly expanding salt 433 

pillow.   434 

T.4 shows a syn-kinematic minibasin profile. A syn-kinematic package converges towards an 435 

emergent salt structure. Stratigraphic package is cut-off from salt flank by overturned minibasin 436 

flank sediments.  437 

T.5 shows a syn-kinematic sequence and Present day minibasin profile consisting of T.1 a 438 

layered sequence, T.2 & T.3 a truncated onlap wedge sequence, T.4 & T.5 onlap wedge 439 

sequences and T.5, an onlap wedge sequence with residual syn-kinematic thinning above the P2 440 

diapir.  441 

7. Discussion  442 

Structural evolution of flap folding  443 

Structural wheeler diagram of P1 diapir-minibasin profile (Fig. 16) produced from schematic 444 

structural restorations of the P1 diapir-minibasin profile (section 6), shows the evolution of drag 445 
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folding [see Schultz-Ela (2003)] T1 to T5 within a downbuilding minibasin. Syn-kinematic 446 

packages generally thin and upturn towards diapir flanks. The widths of structural upturn also 447 

known as drape geometries (Schultz-Ela 2003; Schultz-Ela et al. 1993) distinguish older 448 

sedimentary packages that form megaflaps [see (Callot et al. 2016; Nikolinakou et al. 2017)] 449 

from younger syn-kinematic packages that form the halokinetic sequences [see Giles and Rowan 450 

(2012)] or halo-kinematic sequences in this study. Lithological interpretations on successive 451 

minibasin sequences (Fig. 16), extrapolated from proximal margin depositional sequence units 452 

(refer to section 3) establish influence of regional sedimentation on distal basin contractional 453 

salt tectonics. However minibasin halo-kinematic sequences in this study form in deepwater 454 

environments. 455 
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 456 

Figure 16: Structural wheeler diagram of P1 diapir-minibasin profile. Shows 1) evolution of drag folding 457 

within a downbuilding minibasin 2) drag folding styles for minibasin sequence successions  458 

The structural wheeler diagram demonstrates 1) the transition from large length scale (100s of 459 

meters) folding to small length scale (10s of meters) folding proximal to diapir flank 2) transition 460 

from basal megaflaps to local halo-kinematic sequences. The rotation of depositional layer(s) 461 

starts with the onset of salt kinesis and downbuilding (Schultz-Ela 2003; Waltham 1997), hence 462 
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the term flexural drag (Alsop et al. 2000). Preferential drag to one minibasin flank starts with 463 

differential salt growth rates of bounding diapir. Drag zones (Schultz-Ela 2003) indicated in the 464 

temporal profiles maybe categorised as 1) Large length scale folds associated with early 465 

depositional layers, these rotate from minibasin anchor points and 2) Small length scale folds 466 

associated with younger depositional layers, these rotate from local depocentre axis. The small 467 

scale length folds are associated with halo-kinematic sequences form in passive (diapiric) growth 468 

phase. The large scale length folds are associated with pre-diapiric sequences form in active 469 

(pre-diapiric) growth phase. Diapir flaring i.e. active high salt rise in the pre-diapiric growth 470 

phase and later minibasin welding enable large scale upturn/ flexural fold of the pre-diapiric 471 

sequence. Temporal profiles T.3 to T.5 shows preferential drag with faster growing diapir P1. 472 

T.5, present day configuration show minibasin weld and weld length constrain unfolded stratal 473 

segments and welded points in the mother salt that cannot be folded. Drag stops at minibasin 474 

weld time or at flanks of stationary salt. 475 

Noteworthy, all flexural folds, small or large length scales form during active salt rise and 476 

downbuilding, with local aggradation rate playing a major role in its formation. The local 477 

aggradation rate as a controlling factor is viewed cautiously since a high aggradation rate above 478 

a salt diapir results in a slower salt rise rate while a high aggradation rate above source layer 479 

increases salt supply to diapirs and hence a higher salt rise rate (Jackson and Hudec 2017). This 480 

differential loading on local scale may be in turn be controlled by geometry of surrounding salt 481 

structures. Relatively shorter basal flap folds are interpreted adjacent to shortened diapirs in the 482 

distal early stage contraction province (refer to section 4). Shorter megaflaps show thinner 483 

stratal thicknesses and are associated with early onset of high syn-kinematic subsidence.  484 
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Shorter flap folds therefore form under relatively shorter time scales or higher regional 485 

contraction rates [see (Rowan et al (2016)].  486 

Depositional and structural events in contractional, down-building minibasins 487 

Stratal depositional patterns allowed for interpretations of intermittent syn-kinematic events 488 

demonstrated in halokinetic wheeler diagrams (section 5) and structural restorations of 489 

minibasin profiles (section 6). Ponding events result in onlaps, while surface erosion events 490 

result in angular truncations. Periods of onlap creation/ponding and erosional truncations 491 

relative to salt rise that make up syn-kinematic depositional sequence cycle events are 492 

punctuated by structural folding of minibasin flanks. Therefore the depositional and structural 493 

components that make up syn-kinematic sequences are ponding, flap folding and erosion, 494 

classified under the unique stratal patterns the truncated onlap wedge, onlap wedge and 495 

truncated hook sequences which are equivalent in timescales to parasequence sets likewise 496 

Composite Halokinetic Sequences by Giles & Rowan (2012). The depositional and structural 497 

components that make up syn-kinematic sequences are: 498 

1. Ponding – folding – ponding – erosion: These make up syn-kinematic events within the 499 

truncated onlap wedge sequence.  500 

2. Ponding – folding – erosion:  These form syn-kinematic events within the onlap wedge 501 

sequence and  502 

3. Folding – erosion: These make up syn-kinematic events within the truncated hook 503 

sequence.  504 
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Syn-kinematic events within minibasin sequence packages involving periods of ponding, flap 505 

folding and erosion result from significant changes in relative rates of local salt rise and local 506 

sedimentation. Influences of relative rates of salt rise and sedimentation have in previous 507 

studies been affiliated with geometrical configurations adjacent to salt structures [see Giles and 508 

Lawton (2002) and Kernen et al (2012)]. Stratal depocentre shifts or migrating depocentres 509 

(Hudec et al. 2009) appear as overall minibasin rotation and are influenced by the preferential 510 

flexural drag caused by local differential growth rates of bounding diapirs (Hudec and Jackson 511 

2007; Hudec et al. 2009; Jackson and Hudec 2017) or as a direct response to regional 512 

contraction (Duffy et al. 2017). 513 

Flanks of faster growing diapir become the focus of accommodation dictating stratigraphic 514 

depocentre axis. P5 diapir-minibasin profile (section 5) showing a highly skewed trajectory of  515 

overall minibasin axis towards the P5 diapir is the best case example in this study and in line 516 

with concepts of rim or peripheral synclines (Brandes et al. 2012). i.e. A shift from salt-floored 517 

downbuilding (Hudec et al. 2009; Vendeville 2002) to peripheral sinks is a critical cue to changes 518 

in controlling factors during minibasin evolution. Such changes in controlling factors may be 1) 519 

depletion and welding of autochthonous layer (Ferrer et al. 2014; Heidari et al. 2016; Jackson et 520 

al. 2010), indicated here in halo-kinematic wheeler diagrams, increased salt rise rate resulting 521 

from increased contraction rates may affect salt shapes creating peripheral accommodation 522 

(Brun and Fort 2004; Letouzey et al. 1995; Massimi et al. 2007), in such a case, syn-kinematic 523 

packages show thickening as opposed to thinning [see (Giles et al. 2004; Giles and Rowan 2012)] 524 

towards faster growing diapir.  525 
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8. Conclusion  526 

Minibasin sequence divisions are defined by internal stratal depositional patterns and external 527 

structural geometries. This is necessary to establish more robust definitions and classifications 528 

of minibasin sequences. This study provides an approach to improved kinematic analysis of 529 

diapir and minibasin evolution and interaction with depositional systems at local scale. 530 

Minibasin sequences consist of pre-kinematic layer, pre-diapiric and halo-kinematic sequence 531 

packages. Structural drags of the minibasin sequences initiates and evolve from the onset of 532 

vertical salt kinesis and therefore interplay in the sequence cycles of the pre-diapiric and 533 

kinematic sequences. The syn-kinematic sequence cycle of events include depositional and 534 

structural components ponding, flap folding and erosion. 535 
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